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MX stationary booms

Excellent performing artists

Reaching targets
using their own strength
Achieve more in pouring concrete
with stationary booms
If you want to reach the top, you have to
work your way up. This is best achieved
with a stable base, at which one can grow
gradually. A little support does no harm
making the way to the top that little bit
easier. An intelligent solution has finally
been created from the interaction of all
factors.
According to this principle, MX stationary
booms are designed in the modular system by Putzmeister to reach unknown
heights for the challenges in construction.
Buildings are becoming higher and higher
and more and more complex, and as a result the requirements for pouring concrete
are increasing. The medium should be
transported as quickly as possible to each
point of the structure being created – and
with minimal effort. This cannot always be
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achieved with truck-mounted concrete
pumps because their possibilities and
ranges are limited. An effective and extremely efficient alternative is to combine
stationary concrete pumps from Putzmeister
and stationary booms. This successful
combination bypasses effortless distances
and ensures precise and very efficient
concrete pouring. With the MX modular
system almost unlimited possibilities
can be used by means of various combinations of booms and substructures with
different attachment points and selfclimbing facilities.

MX stationary booms offer
development possibilities
The areas of application of stationary
booms are very diverse. They are used
just as efficiently during the construction
of power plants, caverns, liquid gas tanks
and bridges, as well as in the most diverse construction site situations in structural engineering. With their flexible attachment points they are suitable for the
integration of climbing formworks, independent climbing, as well as for freestanding installations.
For instance, they have been involved in
some first-class construction work:
During the construction of the liquid gas
tank in Qatar, in the Nile Corniche project
in Cairo or during the construction of the
Burj Khalifa, to date the tallest building in
the world. They have made a decisive contribution in the high-performance team
with stationary concrete pumps to adhere
to the calculated construction time or
even complete work ahead of schedule.
Conclusion:
MX stationary booms are suitable for all
areas of extensive industrial construction
and structural engineering which are difficult to access.
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Testing and finding the right balance
The MX system –
optimal ratio of set-up time and performance
The comprehensive, modular range of MX
stationary booms makes available horizontal reaches between 24 and 50 m on
the Putzmeister tubular column system
RS 850 or on lattice towers from the wellknown manufacturer. Arms which can be
moved from the truck-mounted concrete
pump to the tubular column and from
there to the next tubular column in minimal time thanks to the rapid disconnection
systems not only provide massive scope
in the height, but also in the area.
Furthermore, the technological factor
offers savings potential to the extent that
up to a horizontal reach of 36 m no ballast
is required despite a permissible free-

Mix-n-Match – Solutions
provided by Putzmeister
It depends on the correct and optimal
composition of concrete pumps, stationary booms with a corresponding
substructure and the appropriate delivery lines. Every application has different requirements. Be it of the required
pumping capacity, which is determined
from the special technological aspects
or the different types of concrete. Or
the selection of the horizontal reach
and the flexibility of the boom, which
must be adapted to the respective
construction site specifications.
Putzmeister offers you competent and
comprehensive advice to compile
an optimal combination of machines,
devices and accessories for you. The
result is effective, time-saving and
thus efficient solutions. With the aim
to reduce the construction time to a
minimum and conserve your resources.
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standing height of up to 20 m. The minimal spatial requirement also facilitates the
work, in particular under ceilings or shafts
to the next storey. A recess of just 1 m2 is
sufficient to climb around the concrete
placing boom at airy heights.

This is how it looks in practice
In the initial phase of the shell construction,
the placing boom mounted on a tubular
column is used as a freestanding boom to
concrete the base and first floor. The column moves with help of the climbing facility through ceilings and shafts to the next
storey to be constructed. Equipped with a
rapid disconnection system, the adjustable
arms can be moved quickly and smoothly
on large construction sites from one tubular column to the next according to the
installation planning.

Overview of MX booms
Type

Rectangular
tubular column

Lattice
tower

Number of arms,
fold system

Horizontal
reach

Rapid disconnection
point

MX 24-4

×

××

4Z

23.8 m

–

MX 28-4 T

×

××

4Z

27.7 m

T

MX 28-4 Multi

×

××

4Z

28.0 m

Multi

MX 32-4 T

×

××

4Z

31.6 m

T

MX 32-4 Multi

×

××

4Z

31.7 m

Multi

MX 32-4 Multi (new)
slewing gear

×

××

4Z

31.8 m

Multi

MX 36-4 Multi

×

××

4Z

35.1 m

Multi

MX 42-5

×

5RZ

41.4 m

–

MX 50

×

4Z

49.9 m

–

×
××
T
Multi
Z
RZ

Standard
Optional
rapid disconnection point A-arm
rapid disconnection point between arm assembly and boom pedestal
Z-fold system
Roll Z-fold system
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Placing booms –
More available space in an instant

Placing concrete accurately
by remote control
Where space is tight, the amazingly direct
response characteristics of the optimised
boom control and the lightweight design ensure precise and comfortable work with the
remote control via cable or radio (optional).
The minimal boom vibrations also in the
case of high delivery rates facilitate the
placing of the concrete and guarantee a high
degree of safety. The laying of the delivery
lines and the development of the steel structure taking into consideration the arising
forces, which have an effect on the design
from the concrete flow rate, ensure this.
The Z-fold system of the MX booms, which
is used mainly at Putzmeister, offers a
further advantage. It allows the concrete to
be poured in the vicinity without having to
unfold the entire arm assembly. This saves
time and money
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The remote control at a glance
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

E rgonomic boom control
with joysticks
 isplay of radio signal strength
D
and charging status of battery
(for optional radio remote control system)
 peration of the optional end hose
O
squeezing valve (EQV)
 PC (Cable Proportional Control)
C
with cable remote control –
precise driving, driving in S/W range
F ully proportional radio remote
control system optional.
Every axle can be moved precisely.

Maintenance-free, as expected
Costs for service and maintenance must
be kept low for machines and the booms.
With this in mind, we have once again
optimised the new series. Only components with high resistance against wear
and maintenance-free components are
installed. To minimise spare parts costs
we relied on the high-quality tried-andtested standard components where pos
sible. Easy accessibility makes service
and repair work simpler, quicker and
more cost-effective.
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Excellent in every respect
Service
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

S ervice centres in more than
150 countries worldwide
2 4-hour emergency service
in Germany
T ested original parts with warranty
and a 24-hour delivery service
 anufacturer’s inspection acM
cording to the requirements of
the VDMA (German Engineering
Federation)
I ndividual training courses and
seminars in the Putzmeister Academy
E xpert advice and planning support
Putzmeister project engineers from the
CPD (Concrete Project Division) provide
assistance for concreting logistics,
processes and technology

If you have any further questions
we are happy to answer them:
spareparts@pmw.de
(for questions on spare parts)
services@pmw.de
(for technical questions)
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Systematic design
Competent team work for all applications
There is not one boom for all applications, because the requirements of the applications
are too different. There are, however, requirements for all booms and these are high:
Maximum quality, flexibility, robustness and efficiency. These are the minimum requirements which all products from Putzmeister satisfy. Here you can see the components of
our clever MX modular system in its simplest and clearest form. An overview is provided
on the following pages.

1
2
3
4
5

Placing boom
Multi disconnection point
Boom pedestal
Tubular column
Lattice tower

1

2
3

1

3
4

5
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The lattice tower system –
grow on a stable base
The system for the (sometimes) decisive difference
MX stationary booms can also be mounted on crane lattice towers from the well-known
manufacturer*. This system is primarily used where a project requires a horizontal reach
between 36 m and 50 m. This is why they can be mainly seen on large construction sites,
for example during the construction of dams, power plants and liquid gas tanks or for
protruding construction sites such as during the construction of underground / tram railways and underground/tram railway stations.
*	Technical clarification and release by Putzmeister required.

Benefits of the lattice
tower system at a glance
■■

■■

■■
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 nchoring at structure, for quick,
A
freestanding mounting
 ipe lines are fitted to the lattice
P
tower in such a way as to save space
The rapid separation device between
the boom pedestal and the lattice tower
adapter allows the placing boom to be
quickly set-up and dismantled

With a system for the
successful implementation
The competent and consistent planning
is a decisive success factor, particularly
for large building projects. Putzmeister
engineers compile a precise layout plan
in close cooperation with all those involved in the project. The requirement of
machines and devices as well as the procedure, can be calculated and prepared
precisely in advance. Depending on the
area to be concreted and the volume of
concrete to be poured. The locations of
large booms, among other things, are
planned taking into account the maximum
horizontal and vertical reach. The order
and frequency in which the booms must
be re-located are also determined from
this. The corresponding adapters are generally located at the tower, but can also be
mounted at the boom.
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The tubular column system RS-850
on the upswing
Step by step to the top
With the RS-850 tubular column system columns in lengths of 1.5 m, 3 m, 6 m, 9 or
10.5 m including the piping with concrete delivery lines DN 125 are available to you
as standard for the most diverse applications. This facilitates the replacement of parts.
The set-up of the boom pedestal* and the arm assembly is effected at the identical
column sections as for the substructure. Special parts can thus be dispensed with.
Thanks to the practical double M tubular column profile you only need a simple square
recess of 100 × 100 cm in the ceilings to reach the next storey.
*	Putzmeister placing booms from the RS-750 system can also be easily combined with the RS-850 tubular column
system. Putzmeister provides an adapter for this purpose. This way you reap all the benefits of the system with
your existing arm assembly.

1 Climbing bar
2	Catch for upper
climbing carriage
3 Upper climbing carriage
4 Climbing cylinder

5 Lower climbing carriage
6	Catch for lower
climbing carriage
7 Swivel claw
8 Extending feet

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

At the start of climbing the swivel claw
holds the placing boom at the top,
while the climbing cylinder retracts again
for the next lift.
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The columns which reach to
and through the ceiling
In general, the boom cannot be lifted from
a construction site crane due to its weight.
In this case the climbing is effected
around a lifting cylinder. The hydraulic
climbing device integrated in the profile of
the tubular column pushes the tubular
column up. The delivery line mounted at
the tubular column also climbs in the process. Additional pipes can now be added
comfortably at the column end, while the
tubular column supports itself again at the
so-called ejection feet after each climb.
If a process is completed it can be repeated as often as desired, whereby the
climbing cylinder is pulled up along the
rail by means of a cable winch. This way
the climbing device makes the automatic
climbing possible over several storeys
in a building. In conjunction with the
Putzmeister engineers of the CPD the
guidance of the concrete delivery line can
be planned at an early stage. Costs for
the manufacture of pipe ends which would
otherwise be required can be avoided.

Aim high with a solid base
The tubular column can be set up in several different ways depending on the construction site specifications. Either one
mounts the freestanding column on a cruciform base with ballast (1) or with anchor
bolts (2), which are attached to the base
plate. Or alternatively in the case of tight
spatial conditions a compact cruciform
base with a tie rod basket (3) can be fixed
to the base. If a base plate and ceiling are
already completed, a cruciform base is no
longer required. In this case, the tubular
column is held from 4 base plates 4) and

ceiling corner brackets in the first ceiling
over the base plate. In comparison to the
ceiling frame previously used, these are
significantly lighter and more compact so
that they can be easily carried.
The concrete placing boom can also be
integrated in a climbing formwork or slipform (6) depending on the construction site.
Putzmeister has developed successfully
implemented solutions through years of
close cooperation with well-known international formwork manufacturers. In special cases the stationary boom can also

be attached using an anchoring (5) at the
structure. It is thus possible to bypass
heights up to over 40 m freestanding.
If the base is steady, the tubular columns
can be placed on top of one another.
Instead of a long-winded and time-consuming bolted connection, for the RS-850
system the column parts are secured using reusable pins. They can be inserted
and tightened by hand.

Cruciform base with ballast (1)

Attachment to a base plate
with anchors in the base (2)

Compact cruciform base with a
tie rod basket fixed to the base
(for tight spatial conditions) (3)

RS-850 with existing base plate and
ceiling fixed using four base plates (4)

Cruciform base mounted on a
shaft frame with tie rods (6)

Anchoring at structure (5)
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RS-850 – Temporary disconnection
Rapid disconnection system – for the time-saving change
from one tubular column to the other
With a Putzmeister rapid disconnection system placing booms can be set up and dismantled
quickly, with implemented flexibly to transport easily. We provide MX stationary booms with
horizontal reaches from 28 to 36 m with multi disconnection point, the 29 and 32 m models
are also available with a T disconnection point as an option. The electric motor, all hydraulic
components, as well as the boom control, are integrated in the boom pedestal.

The multi-boom disconnection point for more flexibility

Multi-boom disconnection point

Thanks to this disconnection point, placing booms can be used on truck-mounted concrete
pumps and in stationary operation on tubular columns or lattice towers. At the multi-boom
disconnection point the arm assembly can be removed from the boom pedestal quickly and
simply, in order to be subsequently set up or dismantled as a compact unit.

The T disconnection point for ease of movement
In addition to the multi-boom disconnection point, Putzmeister also offers the disconnection
point in the A arm for the placing booms with 28 m and 32 m horizontal reach. This disconnects
the boom pedestal with part of the A arm from the rest of the arm assembly. This makes the
work for the crane significantly easier because the individual load is below 5 t.
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T disconnection point

Safety details, which click in later on
Safety is considered top priority on the
construction site. Devices designed to fulfil this task should also satisfy practical
aspects. However they must be quick to
install and transported as compact as
possible. This is why we divided the work
platform. One unit can already be brought
to the construction site pre-assembled at
the tubular column, while the other is supplied separately and just has to be clicked
in and secured. An optional intermediate

work platform is required in some countries, can also be comfortably secured to
the tubular column in minimal time.
Ladder elements can also be attached to
the tubular column. The ladder safety
cage is detachable, so that it does not
suffer any damage during transportation
and storage.

The benefits of the
RS-850 system at a glance
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

 ew tubular columns in standN
ard lengths 1.5 m, 3 m, 6 m, 9 m
and 10.5 m

Setting up an MX boom with the optional safety work platform

 utomatic climbing process
A
with hydraulic climbing device
Ejection feet hold the tubular
columns securely at the ceiling
 imple column connection
S
using reusable pins
 dapter between tubular column
A
RS-850 and boom pedestal R-750
ensures compatibility
 any set-up variants of the tuM
bular columns can be adapted to
every construction site situation

Ladder elements with removable back protection

 apid disconnection system
R
for improved transport and quicker
movement of the arms
 eparable work platform
S
for easier transport
 limbing columns are available
C
as 10.5 m or 1.5 m elements
for superstructure projects with
self-climbing device
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A specialist rarely comes alone
Always the best solution – with the right team of
delivery lines and pumps
MX stationary booms are real team players. Together with stationary concrete pumps
and delivery lines from Putzmeister, they are always on the winner’s or world record
side. Well-coordinated in each application they ensure maximum efficiency during
concrete delivery and pouring.

The SK system
■■

■■

■■

■■

Delivery lines for every application

SK delivery lines are suitable for a continuous conveying pressure of up to 85 bar.
They are characterised by maximum flexibility, rotation of the lines at the coupling
points and a possible deflection in the longitudinal direction of up to 2°. Typical applications for stationary delivery processes include high-rise buildings up to approx.
100 m high, protruding projects up to roughly 300 m long and inner-city building
projects with restricted space, which cannot be served by truck-mounted concrete
pumps.
The ZX delivery lines maintain a continuous conveying pressure of up to 250 bar
and impress with their absolute tightness, the high wear resistance, safe operation
and secure threaded unions of the coupling and a high pressure resistance. Typical
applications are the conveying of concrete up to 600 m, for example during the construction of the Burj Khalifa, extended projects up to approx. 2000 m, concrete with
highly abrasive aggregates or concrete which is difficult to pump, which requires
high conveying pressures as a result of its composition.
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F or pressures up to 85 bar
in conveyed medium
I n special design highly wearresistant up to 130 bar
Can be rotated axially

The ZX-Zentrifix® system
■■

Delivery lines satisfy the most diverse requirements resulting from the application,
the medium to be delivered, the connected pump and the conveying pressures to be
applied in the concrete delivery lines. Depending on requirements, Putzmeister has
delivery lines from the SK and ZX series with clever coupling systems.

 tandard delivery line
S
for placing booms

E specially suitable for stationary
pipelines

■■

Stable for pressures up to 250 bar

■■

Leak-proof

■■

Fixed connection between the pipes

■■

Cannot be rotated axially

Further brochures: Delivery line system PM 2300

Stationary concrete pumps –
efficient delivery brings efficient distribution
Stationary concrete pumps offer the proper solution for every application in concrete
delivery and are well-engineered in all performance classes. They have demonstrated
their easy operational robustness, positive wear characteristics and long life in many
extreme uses. It is thanks to the successful combination of all components such as
drive, long-stroke piston pump, free flow hydraulics (FFH), S-transfer tubes and the
electronic control EPS (Ergonic ® Pump System) that concrete pumps from Putzmeister
enjoy an excellent reputation on the market.

Benefits of
stationary concrete pumps
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

 articularly robust and
P
hard-wearing
I n connection with the MX boom,
a high-quality concrete pump for
building construction
 trong performance for conveying
S
concrete (more powerful than
truck-mounted concrete pumps)
Minimal set-up area
 vailable with diesel and
A
electric motor
 omprehensive, practical
C
standard equipment and functional accessories

Further brochures: Stationary concrete pumps BP 2632
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Individual design – from 24 to 50 m
MX 24-4 (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
23.8 m
23.8 m
20.9 m
5910 kg

MX 28-4 Multi (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
Multi
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
28 m
28 m
24.6 m
8970 kg

MX 28-4 T (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
T
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
27.6 m
27.7 m
24.6 m
8120 kg

MX 32-4 T (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight
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RS
T
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
31.4 m
31.6 m
27.7 m
8500 kg

MX 32-4 Multi (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
Multi
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
31.7 m
31.7 m
27.2 m
8850 kg

MX 32-4 Multi Drehwerk (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
Multi
133 x 4 mm
125/5.5
4Z
31.6 m
31.6 m
28.8 m
7900 kg

MX 36-4 Multi (tubular column)
Boom pedestal
Rapid disconnection point
Delivery line pipe/with coupling
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

RS
Multi
133 x 4 mm/55 mm
125/5.5
4Z
35.1 m
35.1 m
28.6 m
8970 kg

MXG 42-5 (lattice tower)
Boom pedestal
Delivery line pipe/with coupling
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Gross weight

Lattice tower
133 x 4 mm/55 mm
125/5.5
5RZ
41.4 m
41.4 m
32 m
12782 kg

MXKD 50 (lattice tower)
Boom pedestal
Delivery line pipe/with coupling
Delivery line DN
Arm, fold system
Vertical reach
Horizontal reach
Depth of reach
Ballast
Gross weight

Lattice tower
133 x 4 mm/55 mm
125/5.5
4Z
46.5 m
49.9 m
39.2 m
4 x 4000 kg
19650 kg
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The key benefits
at a glance

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Systems RS-850

With or without counterweight*

■■

 omfortable transport and set-up
C
and minimal set-up times thanks to
rapid disconnection devices

■■

Secure handling
 any set-up and attachment variants
M
on the base plate, at the structure or
on a climbing formwork adapt to each
construction site situation
 utomatic climbing process
A
with hydraulic climbing device allows
the boom to grow with the structure

■■

■■

■■

Minimal space requirement
 emote control via cable or radio
R
ensures precise and comfortable work

■■

 imple, 1 m2 square ceiling recess
S
is sufficient for the access passage

T ubular columns in standard lengths
1.5 m, 3 m, 6 m, 9 m and 10.5 m
 limbing columns are available
C
as 10.5 m or 1.5 m elements
for superstructure projects with
self-climbing device
Ejection feet hold the tubular
columns securely at the ceiling
 imple column connection
S
with bolts, which are manually
inserted, ensure quick assembly
 dapter between tubular column
A
RS-850 and boom pedestal R-750
ensures compatibility with predecessor
model
 eparable work platform for easier
S
transport and secure set-up

Maintenance-free components

*	Without counterweight horizontal reach of up to 36 m only allowed, depending on the design

Further prospectuses:

Ergonic ® BP 3763
Stationary concrete pumps BP 2632
Delivery line system PM 2300
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